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ABSTRACT
Deep Learning is one of the active analysis topic obtaining a great deal of analysis attention recently. This
increase in analysis interest is driven by several area as that are being worked on like machine-based reality
finding, good over-seeing, sensory activity recognition, online learning, world of advertisement, text analysis
and so on. Videos have specific characteristics that make their method unique. Visual aesthetic typically:
Remember what they see, understand and learn rather than what they hear. This paper principally emphasizes
deep learning on basics of automatic video aesthetic assessments.
Keywords : Video Aesthetics, Preprocessing Techniques, Feature Extraction, Deep Learning, Applications.
I.

INTRODUCTION

It is to be noted that ''Deep Learning'' does not
mingle with the standard of computers emotions. It

Computer technology are playing a very important

would be imperative to first begin with human

and necessary role in our daily life. Mainly

brain structures, to get a basic grasp on them and
thus to outline the relation with computers. Then

computer involved already in many tasks of
gathering information using calculation, logic, we
can say computers are very well predict complex

based on human psychology, the computers state of

events in the future like the real condition of

thought of Deep Learning and its completely

weather, can able to manage complex systems and

different points of view.

being are going to be put into use under the

architecture like nuclear and atonic power plants,
but still we do not take into account the state they
are in the form of ''living''. Computers are very
different from humans from the perspective of
“thinking of mind”.

As for the person, feeling

behind beauty could be a special kind of having
thoughts; its Target is special outlines not forever
in agreement like “Value”. Because the underlying
values become completely different, from our
psychological thinking amendment. There’s no
great purpose or quality not like between different
science like calculation or physics. So, to bridge
over the limit of computers, the new research
concept of ''Deep Learning'' is introduced by
Walter Pitts and Warren McCulloch in 1943 [1].

II. DEEP LEARNING
2.1 How video aesthetics are related to Deep Neural

Network?
Deep learning is a part of machine learning
technology which has ability to learn and mimic the
working principal of human brain. To mimic the
brain working structure, deep neural network
required large amount of datasets [2] to learn. Deep
learning is a subset and the new research area of
machine learning and its original goal is: Artificial
Intelligence. Deep learning has ability to learn from
the multiple levels of representation and the
abstraction, these layers are helps in processing the
amount of data like, images, videos, text, sound, etc.
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Deep learning is a part of machine learning

Aesthetics assessment is a subjective field [4] because

technology which has ability to learn and mimic the

individual preferences differ according to personal

working principal of human brain. To mimic the

taste too, thus what may be pleasing to one person

brain working structure the deep learning technology

may not be pleasing to the other. Therefore different

required more number of datasets [3].

communities define aesthetics differently, based on
psychological and emotional aspects [8].

There is a different types of media aesthetics visions,
video aesthetics is one of the aesthetics, due to the
increasing in the popularization of high quality smart
phones, the videos and image aesthetics are in great
demands. In the current market the videos are
playing important role in various fields like,
advertisement,

video

conferencing,

industrial

representation etc. Previous works done using
machine learning approaches, also called as
handcrafted method in which, feature extraction
were a common ways and methods for aesthetic

2.3 Comparisons of Deep Learning with previous

method about Video Aesthetic Assessment

analysis. CNN is recently used method to solve
critical and complex problems as state-of-arts

All the present system is based on the handcrafted

approaches [4].

methodologies as we find in literature. Hand-crafted
feature for images and videos aesthetics is good

2.2 Which are the features that can be identified?

feature

extractors

based

on

user

preferences

algorithms, to design this features required a
considerable amount of engineering skill and domain

Many other specific photographic rules can be sued

expertise. The main limitation is the excessive time

to discover particular aesthetic of videos by directly

consumption

measuring physiological facts. This understanding

assessments. There are many researches done on the

and captured information is used to processed and

image aesthetics using hand crafted as well as deep

extract meaningful information from the gathered

learning methods [16].

and

the

accuracies

of

aesthetic

data. In the earlier research, aesthetics was defined
by Handcrafted and learned features [6].

Video aesthetics using deep learning, there exists a
scope for future research as this field is less explored

The aesthetic quality of images and videos are judged
by their low, middle and high level properties. The
low level properties of an image are that of color,

[19]. The table (table 1) shows the difference
between the hand crafted and deep learning
technology:

texture, edges and intensity [7]. The middle level
property is the object in the image or video. And the
high level properties are the photographic rules,
mainly comprising of the Rules of Thirds (RoT),
Visual Balance (VB), Diagonal Dominance (DD),
Simplicity and the Depth of Field (DoF) [7].
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photographic

rules,

feature

extractions

assessments

mainly low and middle

by

level features.

layer concept.

•

This is sequential step-

This

parallel

Aesthetics is a study that relates to the relationship

by-step method and
time consuming
to

method using hidden
layers concept and

between the mind and emotions in assessing beauty

extract and classification

required less amount

[8]. The aim of aesthetics analysis is to define the
science in assessing the aspects of arts and beauty

of features.

of time.

sought in images and videos. Human brain thinking

This

method

require

using

2.4 Areas of Deep Learning related to video aesthetic

is

This

hidden

method

Detecting and recognizing aesthetic information

structure begins with gathering information from

engineering skills and

depends

the

different environment which take fact about users

human experience and

amount of dataset to

do

train the network for

psychology and understanding with behavior. The
fact gathered are of the form of features which are

dataset to train network.

accuracy.

contains in a video and this features used to perceive

Backpropagation is not

Backpropagation

is

people understanding behind videos beauty. For

allowed to correct the

main advantage of

example, a camera might take pictures of the any

final results.

CNN.

object; Then human mind start its working and

Classification done at

Allow to use more

once only.

fully connected layer

identify the object position, color contrast between
foreground and background, Depth of Field, and etc.

for classification.

•

not

need

large

on

Psychology in machine

Another area within video aesthetic computing is
Table 1. Difference between the handcrafted and

that the design of procedure systems to exhibit either

deep learning method.

innate robust mind psychological powers or that is in
a position of as definitely acting the part of

There are the many researcher working on the deep

aesthetics. An additional helpful move involving

learning to improve more accurate result in different

computers based mostly on current technology based
powers, is that the simulation of aesthetic in taking

field also. In the today life, the video aesthetic is the
important multimedia application. Many field use the

pleasure

in

communication

agents

to

boost

video for improver the selling quantity of the

interactivity between human like and machine like

products. So, the video aesthetic is self-increasing

communications. Thinking ability in machines could

area of aesthetic and in the future, it will go on the

be connected with define states connected with

great demand. The deep learning provides a good
opportunity for the video aesthetic assessment to

forward development (or exist without of forward

improve the aesthetic time and the accuracy of video

system supported rules [8].

aesthetic editing. In this method, we deploy the
multiple method of photography on the neural

development) of a pc primarily based learning

2.5 Another applications related to video aesthetic

network and extract the good feature using the

Consider online-learning applications based on

hidden layer of neural network.

computers wherein computing the users feelings can
be used to adjust the conference learning, content
can be more polished and tasteful form may be used
while teaching when a learner is uninterested, or
paused.
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suggestions behind aesthetic, can help to the users,

2.6 Different Algorithms Employed by Researchers

based on current emotion behind video beauty by

In the work on regression and classifying video

computing applications when working out a

aesthetic,

particular user’s state of feelings [9].

algorithms are Artificial Neural Networks (ANN),

Visual aesthetic has possible applications in human
computer interaction, now a day human computer
interaction is varying area in different fields. Many
researchers are working on gesture technology, in
which camera capture the video of moving body
gesture and according to movement of gesture the
machine will understand, what action required on

the

most

frequently

used

classifier

Deep Neural Network, Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Support
Vector Machines (SVM), k-nearest neighbor (k-NN),
and Decision Tree Algorithms. Numerous studies
have decisively showed that choosing the acceptable
classifier will meaningfully improve the performance
of the system.

the basis of gesture. Virtual reality is also a greater

Below gives a brief description about algorithm:

area in human computer interaction, which shows

•

the 3D video and create environment according to

object in the feature space, and comparing this

human psychology and emotion at the time of
interactions.
Video aesthetics in Advertisements [10]: Now a day,
the increasing in the population the requirement of

object with “k” nearest neighbors. In which the
majority vote predict the classification of
gathered data.
•

sub part within the whole pats. Every sub part is

and changing consumer demands and the rapidly

outlined exploitation the mixture distribution

developing technological factors, companies need to

which permits for classification of explanations

search of new strategies to make a difference in
started to focus on new approaches for product to

into the sub-parts [27].
•

SVM – is used to binary linear classification and
it is also used for regression, which selects in the

attract consumers' perception and attention. One of
the most effective ways of differentiating is using
video aesthetics.

GMM – it is a probabilistic based model used for
signifying and classification of the presence of

the peoples goes on high demand. Due to renewed

their products. As competition increased marketers

K-NN – Classification prediction by defining the

two (or more) different classes, each input may
fall into this class [28].
•

ANN – is a mathematical model, which has

In gamming area a mistake that’s unfortunately only

ability to mimic brain structure of working

too common within the gaming business, is to lump

process, it is enthused by biological neural

video graphics and video aesthetics together as if they

networks that can work and extract feature
similar to human mind [29].

were the same factor. This, unnecessary to say, is
false. The distinction becomes obvious once one

•

Decision Tree algorithms – are supported

compares, as an example, a heavily artificial, cartoon

succeeding a decision tree throughout that the

game that aims for realism specially else. The

leaves of the tree represent the classification

former’s video aesthetic, despite its presumptively

result, and branches represent the conjunction

smaller budget and scope, can possibly hold up longer

of consecutive features that lead to the
classification [30].

than the latter’s.
Video aesthetic is also being applied to the growth

•

HMMs – An applied mathematics markov model

of communicative technologies for use by people

during

[10].

transitions are unobtainable for the observation.
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In its place, the series of outputs dependent on

recognize and classify by the deep learning method

the states are visible [31].

to predict accurate results.
Other applications are like advertisement [20] and

2.7 Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning

online learning, is great in demands, and video

In ‘Streaming Media magazine by Nadine Krefetz

aesthetic has ability to make perfect communication

[33]’, defined Video AI (artificial intelligence) has the

between the industries and their client. And for the

capability to resolve variety of time-consuming,

child, learning environment creation according to

video-related issues with automation. However that

child psychology is great aspects of AL and deep

doesn’t mean its supernatural powers which will
exclude human brain thinking behind beauty control.

learning in video assessment areas.
III. FUTURE SCOPE

To supply a way of where video AI is in early 2018,
what follows are variety of real-life examples during
which AI helps to feature structure to the
unstructured world of video aesthetic assessment.
At current years, there are many hype of applied
science and especially within the field of artificial
intelligence. Inspiring the machines to find out from
the information which are gathered from different
source and build accurate decisions within the areas
like in the field of education, in medical and

3.1 Deep learning and Market of video aesthetic

application
It is likely that the Deep Learning market will
revenue in the Video Aesthetic Advertising segment
amounts to US$27,799m in 2018. Revenue is
expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR
2018-2023) of 13.7%, resulting in a market volume of
US$52,760m by 2023. The average revenue per
Internet user currently amounts to US$9.34 [34].

healthcare industries, finance and etc. There are

Deep Learning is about to revolutionize the approach

multiple applications which are the mix of each

organizations, particularly across sectors like retail,

artificial intelligence and Deep Learning.

healthcare, government & defense, and academe,
gather, organize, collaborate, and convey data. This is
often a large rising within the world IT market and
holds an awfully strong growth potential.
This currently innovative technology permits
devices or machines to assemble, predict, resolve
complexity, scrutinize, and decide future outcomes
and be sort of a sophisticated and intelligent system,
like human brain working structure. The system
captures all dimensions of sensory vertex and

Fig. 6 Surveillance with Deep learning and AI

different physiological and psychological changes in

Surveillance and security are the major concern of

subjects/people beneath observation. Deep Learning

daily life, now a day, and every field contain video

mechanism relies on the component of the human

camera, with the intelligence in which when any

brain that plays a large role in higher psychological

unwanted

camera

or mental process by examining the behavior of a

automatically operate and collect the large amount of

human’s thinking and taking choices and decision

data continuously. Internally this complex data are

on the concept of it slow series analysis [22].The
Deep Learning systems incorporate technologies as

event

happened

then
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well as contact primarily based and non-contact
technologies and captures human brain calculation
through software system ways like neural analytics,
gesture recognition, speech recognition, natural
language processing and different physiological
recognition features, to capture, archive, and discuss
with existing knowledge [25].
3.2 Comparison between The Gartner Hype Cycle

"The Gartner hype Cycle for emerging Skills” as
shown in figure 4 is that the broadest hype Cycle,
which incorporates that includes technologies that

Fig 7. Gartner Hype Cycle 2015

are the stress of attention due to significantly nice
levels of interest, and people that Gartner believes
have the potential for important impression. Betsy
Burton distinguished analyst at Gartner says, "We
encourage CIOs and alternative IT front-runners to
devote time and energy focused on innovation,
instead of simply business progression, whereas
additionally gaining inspiration by scanning on the
far side the bounds of their trade."
“Deep Learning” isn’t on the graph for the first time
since 2015”, on that time people do not motivated
about the Deep learning technology(see figure 7). In
the 2018 Garter hype Cycle for rising Technologies

Fig 8. Gartner Hype Cycle 2018

(see figure 8) the location of “Deep Learning” within
the transition section is on the “Peak” whereby a lot

IV. CONCLUSION

of analysis focus is driving expectations from the
sector on top of ever before and within the next

Aesthetic assessment of videos and the images is a

decade it's expected to peak because the technology

challenging field. Many researchers are working on
the classification techniques and they find that

matures and analysis outcomes are reported from
varied analysis teams [32].

there is no foolproof technique for the classification
and prediction [2]. The field of aesthetic assessment
is subjective [17] and thus deep learning provides a
multi-level learning method to get accurate
classification [22]. Here deep learning provides the
automatic aesthetic assessment for videos and
images [10]. The image features provided for the
video motion feature are extraction, which can
provide to be broadly applicable for video aesthetic
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assessments. The frame conversion and the shots

Detection Method for Art Images”, IEEE

detection is help to understand the characteristics

Photonics Journal ( Volume: 9, Issue: 6, Dec.

of video motion to good shot quality of videos. In

2017

the

future,

the

feature

extraction

and

the

[7].

Roberto

Gallea,

Edoardo

Ardizzone,

and

classification both using the deep learning to take

Roberto Pirrone, “Automatic Aesthetic Photo

more accurate result on aesthetics. Many editor are

Composition”, Image Analysis and Processing –

working on the animation work in the videos, using

ICIAP 2013: 17th International Conference,

deep learning we can modify and get the better

Naples, Italy, September 9, 2013.

result over that videos. The video transmission is

[8].

Stephen

Groening,

“Introduction:

The

based on the video size, so we can use the deep

Aesthetics of Online Videos”, The Aesthetics of

learning base aesthetic video transmission with less

Online

size and high aesthetic assessments.

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.3998/fc.13761232.004

Videos, June

2016,

0.201
[9].
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